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Abstract
Introduction: The relationship between sex and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) outcomes remains unclear. Particularly, questions remain

regarding the potential contribution of unmeasured confounders. We aimed to examine the differences in the quality of chest compression delivered

to men and women.

Methods: Prospective study of observational data recorded during consecutive resuscitations occurring in a single tertiary center (Feb-1-2015 to

Dec-31-2018) with real-time follow-up to hospital discharge. The studied variables included time in CPR, no-flow-time and fraction, compression rate

and depth and release velocity. The primary study endpoint was the unadjusted association between patient sex and the chest compression quality

(depth and rate). The secondary endpoint was the association between the various components of chest compression quality, sex, and survival to

hospital discharge/neurologically intact survival.

Results: Overall 260 in-hospital resuscitations (57.7% male patients) were included. Among these 100 (38.5%) achieved return of spontaneous

circulation (ROSC) and 35 (13.5%) survived to hospital discharge. Female patients were significantly older. Ischemic heart disease and ventricular

arrhythmias were more prevalent among males. Compression depth was greater in female vs male patients (54.9 ± 11.3 vs 51.7 ± 10.9 mm;

p = 0.024). Other CPR quality-metrics were similar. The rates of ROSC, survival to hospital discharge and neurologically intact survival did not differ

between males and females. Univariate analysis revealed no association between sex, quality metrics and outcomes.

Discussion: Women received deeper chest compressions during in-hospital CPR. Our findings require corroboration in larger cohorts but nonethe-

less underscore the need to maintain high-quality CPR in all patients using real-time feedback devices. Future studies should also include data on

ventilation rates and volumes which may contribute to survival outcomes.
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Introduction

The relationship between sex and cardiopulmonary resuscitation

(CPR) outcomes remains controversial.1–2 Women undergoing

CPR have less favorable Utstein elements than men;3 they are

older,4 they present with less shockable rhythm,5 their arrest occurs
more frequently at home, is less commonly witnessed and resultantly

they are less likely to receive bystander CPR.6–8 Despite these poor

predictors, most studies report higher rates of return of spontaneous

circulation (ROSC) and survival to admission among women under-

going CPR.9–14

However, most studies also report that these advantages are lost

during hospitalization; women have unfavorable longer-term out-
by-
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comes including lower unadjusted rates of survival to hospital dis-

charge, a finding often attributed to older age and a higher burden

of co-morbidities.7,12–18 Indeed, younger women seem to have an

ongoing survival advantage.12,15,19 However, in many studies, after

adjusting for pre-hospital variables, women seem to lose their initial

survival advantage.7,11,18,20–23 Furthermore, female survivors often

have lower rates of neurologically intact survival and seem to suffer

poorer long-term quality of life compared to men.24–27 Unlike the

well-established data on sex differences regarding out-of-hospital

cardiac arrest (OHCA), there are conflicting results when addressing

in-hospital cardiac arrest (IHCA).28–32

Research on the difference in survival between men and women

after resuscitation has focused mainly on patient characteristics (e.g.

patient age, and background diseases) and overt event characteris-

tics (e.g. witnessed status, presenting rhythm, bystander CPR).

What remains relatively unknown is whether patient outcome is also

affected by variables less evident such as the quality of CPR itself

and the post-resuscitation care provided to men and women.23,33–34

High quality CPR may be associated with higher rates of ROSC

and improved survival to hospital discharge.35–36 Several studies

have shown that increasing chest compression rate is associated

with higher rates of ROSC,37–38 and with improved survival to hospi-

tal discharge.39 However, increased compression rate is also inver-

sely related to depth of chest compression. Chest wall compliance

may differ between men and women given established anatomical

differences,40–41 which may also affect chest compression quality.

This study aimed to describe the quality of chest compression

received by male and female patients during IHCA. As a secondary

outcome we also conducted a preliminary examination of the relation

between quality metrics and outcomes in men and women. We

hypothesized that men more commonly receive good quality chest

compression than do women. This may ultimately lead to the higher

rates of survival to hospital discharge and better neurological out-

comes observed among men.

Methods

Study design

Prospective observational study of data recorded during consecutive

resuscitations (real-time recordings) accompanied by real time

patient follow-up after the event. The study was approved by the

Institutional Review Board (IRB) committee with waiver of informed

consent (IRB p4.15). We report our findings in accordance with the

Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiol-

ogy (STROBE) and the Reporting of studies Conducted

using Observational Routinely-collected Data (RECORD) state-

ment.42–43

Clinical setting

Tertiary medical center with > 1,000 admission beds and the largest

department of emergency medicine in the district,

receiving � 170,000 adult referrals annually. The hospital staff

undergo routine bi-annual accreditation in CPR as required by the

Joint Commission Resources (JCR) and the Israel Ministry of Health.

CPR is performed in accordance with International Liaison Commit-

tee of Resuscitation (ILCOR) recommendations. Resuscitation

events are mandatorily reported on a standardized electronic form

embedded within the electronic medical records (EMRs) of the

patients. In-hospital protocols also include routine targeted tempera-
ture management (below 36 �C) and percutaneous coronary inter-

vention when indicated.

Study population

All patients aged � 18 years who underwent cardiac arrest and CPR

between February 1, 2015 through December 31, 2018 were

screened for inclusion. Consistent with Utstein-style registry guideli-

nes,44 only the index event was included for patients with multiple

arrests.

Patients with a valid do not attempt resuscitation (DNAR) order at

the time of arrest, those with a terminal disease precluding provision

of full resuscitation efforts, those with a traumatic arrest, cases with

mechanical chest compression involvement (including AutoPulse�

Resuscitation System and LUCASTM Chest Compression System),

those with no compressions and cases with poor-quality defibrillator

recordings precluding analysis were excluded.

Data sources

All in-hospital resuscitations are documented in the electronic medi-

cal record (EMR) using an online form based on the Utstein guideli-

nes for reporting of CPR.44 All resuscitations are also reported in real

time to a dedicated research nurse as part of an ongoing quality-

improvement project initiated by the hospital resuscitation commit-

tee. The nurse ensures completion of the resuscitation report as

required, follows the patient until hospital discharge and evaluates

neurological outcome at discharge.

Two types of data are routinely collected: Patient data and resus-

citation events. Patient data are collected in real time in the EMR. For

the purpose of this study we accessed demographic details, medical

history, baseline Cerebral Performance Category (CPC), arrest char-

acteristics, post-resuscitation care and outcomes. Resuscitation

events are recorded using ZOLL� R Series� defibrillators. Event

recordings are transmitted through the hospital wireless system to

the hospital CodeNet CentralTM and managed by a study nurse.

Data management is further detailed in Supplementary Fig. 1.

Study variables

Our primary study aim was to describe the unadjusted association

between patient sex and the quality of chest compression (depth

and rate) delivered. Secondary aims included a description of the

associations between the quality of chest compression (including

resuscitation time, no-flow-time and fraction, compression rate, com-

pression depth and release velocity) and male and female survival to

hospital discharge and neurologically intact survival (CPC 1–2) after

in-hospital cardiac arrest.

Presenting rhythm (the first rhythm recorded), time in CPR, no-

flow-time (NFT) and fraction (NFF), compression rate, compression

depth, mean release velocity, total compressions and number of

shocks delivered were derived from the defibrillator file.

Management of quantitative variables

NFT was calculated as the time in chest compression subtracted

from arrest-to-ROSC time. NFF was calculated by dividing NFT by

the total time in CPR. Compression depth was classified as appropri-

ate between 50–60 mm and rate was classified as appropriate

between 100–120 compressions per minute (CPM) as per guide-

lines.45 Both variables are described as percent within recommended

range- together and separately. Mean compression depths and rates

were calculated only from recorded chest compressions; periods

without chest compression (i.e. chest compression “0”) were not

http://www.zoll.com/medical-products/defibrillators/r-series/


Fig. 1 – Flow chart of inclusion/exclusion criteria and patients’ outcomes. * Cases in which mechanical chest

compression was involved, including AutoPulse� (n = 66) and LUCASTM (n = 20) compression systems, were excluded

(both devices were used in 16 patients). Abbreviations: CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; ROSC, return of

spontaneous circulation.
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included in the calculation. CPC was grouped to intact neurological

outcome (category 1–2) and poor-neurological outcome plus death

(categories 3–5) for CPC outcome analysis.

Statistical analyses

Lacking prior data on the topic sample size calculations were not per-

formed a-priori. Instead, we calculated post-hoc how many patients

would be required for a multicenter study on the topic based on

our findings using Power and Sample Size software (version 3.1.2.

NCSS, LLC, Utah). We first examined study population characteris-

tics, quality metrics and outcomes using descriptive statistics (i.e.

numbers, proportions, means with their standard deviations, median

and interquartile-ranges). Associations between dichotomous vari-

ables were studied using either the Chi-square or the Fisher exact

test as required. The t-test or Mann-Whitney U test were used for

comparisons of normally distributed and non-normally distributed

continuous variables, respectively. Associations with outcomes were

studied using logistic regression but are not presented in the body of

the manuscript as this was not our study aim. For further details

regarding this analysis see Supplementary Note 1. Statistical analy-

ses were performed using SPSS Statistics for Windows version 21
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). All tests were two-sided and a p

value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

During the study period, 339 in-hospital resuscitations were

recorded. Among these, 79 were excluded, leaving 260 patients for

inclusion in the analysis (Fig. 1).

The mean age of the included cohort was 75.75 ± 15.9 years.

The most common preexisting comorbidities were hypertension

(73.8 %) and diabetes mellitus (48.8 %). In terms of cardiovascular

comorbidities, 58.8 % of the patients had prior congestive heart fail-

ure, 44.6 % had ischemic heart disease (IHD), 38.9 % had a history

of arrhythmias, and 23.4 % a history of stroke (Table 1). Among the

260 cases, overall 100 achieved ROSC and 35 (13.5 %) survived to

hospital discharge (Fig. 1).

Comparison between men and women

Most of the patients (n = 150, 57.7 %) were male. Females were sig-

nificantly older than males with a mean 4.7-year difference



Table 1 – Patient demographics, medical history and event characteristics.

Variable Available data All patients

(n = 260)

Groups

Male (n = 150) Female (n = 110) p-value

Demographics and medical history

Age (mean ± SD) 260/260 75.75 ± 15.8 73.77 ± 16.1 78.45 ± 15.2 0.018

Hypertension, n (%) 249/260 192 (73.8) 110 (73.3) 82 (74.5) 0.58

IHD, n (%) 253/260 116 (44.6) 83 (55.3) 33 (30.0) <0.001

CHF, n (%) 249/260 127 (48.8) 74 (49.3) 53 (48.2) 0.79

Arrhythmias, n (%) 246/260 101 (38.8) 58 (38.7) 43 (39.1) 0.98

Arrhythmias, specific 246/260

Atrial, n (%) 91 (35.0) 48 (32.0) 43 (39.1) 0.29

Ventricular, n (%) 8 (3.1) 8 (5.3) 0 0.012

Both, n (%) 2 (0.8) 2 (1.3) 0 0.51

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 253/260 127 (48.8) 68 (45.3) 59 (53.6) 0.18

CVA, n (%) 249/260 61 (23.4) 38 (25.3) 23 (20.9) 0.42

Prior CPC of 1–2, n (%) 256/260 185 (71.2) 112 (74.7) 73 (66.4) 0.22

Prior CPC 256/260 0.08

CPC 1, n (%) 116 (44.6) 77 (51.3) 39 (35.5)

CPC 2, n (%) 69 (26.5) 35 (23.3) 34 (30.9)

CPC 3, n (%) 69 (26.5) 36 (24.0) 33 (30.0)

CPC 4, n (%) 2 (0.8) 1 (0.7) 1 (0.9)

Event characteristics

Arrest location 225/260 0.97

Ward, n (%) 165 (63.5) 93 (62.0) 72 (65.5)

ED, n (%) 60 (23.1) 34 (22.7) 26 (23.6)

Arrest shift 224/260 0.68

Morning, n (%) 66 (25.4) 39 (26.0) 27 (24.5)

Afternoon, n (%) 67 (25.8) 39 (26.0) 28 (25.5)

Night, n (%) 91 (35.0) 48 (32.0) 43 (39.1)

Weekend arrest, n (%) 260/260 51 (19.6) 25 (16.7) 26 (23.7) 0.16

Witnessed arrest, n (%) 255/260 168 (64.6) 98 (65.3) 70 (63.6) 0.76

Presenting rhythm 258/260 0.30

VT/VF, n (%) 44 (16.9) 26 (17.3) 18 (16.4)

PEA, n (%) 79 (30.4) 48 (32.0) 31 (28.2)

Asystole, n (%) 87 (33.5) 43 (28.7) 44 (40.0)

Other, n (%) 48 (18.5) 31 (20.7) 17 (15.5)

No. of shocks delivered 260/260 0.17

Mean ± SD 1.07 ± 3.3 1.23 ± 3.8 0.85 ± 2.3

Median (IQR) 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1)

CPR duration (min.) 260/260 0.45

Mean ± SD 15.8 ± 12.3 16.3 ± 13.5 15.1 ± 10.5

Median (IQR) 13.4 (7.5–20.5) 13.4 (7.7–20.4) 13.2 (7.3–20.3)

Abbreviations: %, percent; CHF, congestive heart failure; CPC, cerebral performance category; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; CVA, cerebrovascular

accident; ED, emergency department; IHD, ischemic heart disease; IQR, interquartile range; min., minutes; n/no., number; PEA, pulseless electrical activity; SD,

standard deviation; VF, ventricular fibrillation; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
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(p = 0.018). Males had a higher prevalence of IHD (55.3 % vs

30.0 %, p < 0.001) and ventricular arrhythmias (5.3 % vs 0.0 %,

p = 0.012). No other difference was observed in comorbidities and

the characteristics of the arrest itself also did not differ between

males and females (Table 1).

With regards to quality metrics, as shown in Table 2, the depth of

compression was greater in female patients (mean: 54.9 ± 11.3 mm,

median: 54.8 mm vs mean: 51.7 ± 10.9 mm, median: 52.6 mm;

p = 0.024) but no other differences were observed (the distribution

of recorded compression depths is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2,

compression rates in Supplementary Fig. 3, NFTs in Supplementary

Fig. 4 and NTTs in Supplementary Fig. 5).

Based on our finding of a 0.5 cm difference in the mean depth of

chest compression in women and men and a normal distribution of

compression depth with a standard deviation of ± 10 cm and a pro-
portion of 1:1.5 females to males, we calculated that overall 7898

men and 5213 women would need to be studied to reject the null

hypothesis that the mean compression depth in the two groups is

equal with a probability (power) of 0.8 and a type I error of 0.05.

The in-hospital treatment of males and female patients was sim-

ilar and the rates of ROSC, survival to hospital discharge and neuro-

logically intact survival also did not differ between males and females

(Table 3).

In summary, men and women differed in the rates of IHD, ventric-

ular arrhythmias and in compression depth. These were therefore

selected for inclusion in the models as well as sex.

The association between sex and survival to hospital discharge is

presented in Supplementary Table 1A. The association between sex

and neurologically intact survival is presented in Supplementary

Table 1B.



Table 2 – Cardiopulmonary resuscitation quality metrics.

Variable All patients (n = 260) Groups

Male (n = 150) Female (n = 110) p-value

Comp. rate (cpm) 0.43

Mean ± SD 124.6 ± 14.5 125.2 ± 13.9 123.8 ± 15.2

Median 124.4 124.2 124.9

IQR 114.2–132.7 114.6–133.8 113.8–131.5

Comp. depth (mm) 0.024

Mean ± SD 53.1 ± 11.2 51.7 ± 10.9 54.9 ± 11.3

Median 53.7 52.6 54.8

IQR 46.2–60.3 45.2–58.0 48.7–61.8

NFT (sec) 0.86

Mean ± SD 231.9 ± 312.5 234.9 ± 332.3 227.8 ± 284.6

Median 128.5 125.5 146.6

IQR 54.0–270.9 65.0–268.3 49.5–276.5

NFF (%) 0.83

Mean ± SD 22.7 ± 16.3 22.9 ± 16.7 22.5 ± 15.7

Median 18.4 17.6 19.2

IQR 11.4–29.3 11.0–30.0 12.3–27.3

Comp. rate in target (%) 0.79

Mean ± SD 34.1 ± 26.3 33.7 ± 26.6 34.6 ± 26.0

Median 30.4 30.2 32.2

IQR 11.0–53.6 10.4–53.9 11.7–53.4

Comp. depth in target (%) 0.64

Mean ± SD 26.3 ± 15.8 25.9 ± 14.9 26.9 ± 16.9

Median 25.8 25.8 25.8

IQR 14.8–36.8 15.8–35.5 12.7–40.1

Comb. comp. in target (%) 0.41

Mean ± SD 9.0 ± 10.5 8.6 ± 10.2 9.7 ± 10.9

Median 5.7 5.3 5.9

IQR 0.7–13.6 0.6–12.8 0.8–15.0

Release velocity (mm/s) 0.84

Mean ± SD 335.2 ± 80.8 334.3 ± 78.3 336.3 ± 84.5

Median 334.6 336.1 333.7

IQR 281.0–382.8 280.2–376.6 283.3–385.5

� Data was available for all patients.

Abbreviations: %, percent; comb., combined; comp., compression; cpm, compressions per minute; IQR, interquartile range; min, minutes; mm, millimeter; NFF,

no-flow fraction; NFT, no-flow time; SD, standard deviation; sec, seconds.

Table 3 – In-hospital treatment, hospital treatment, lengths of stay and outcomes.

Variable Available data Male (n = 150) Female (n = 110) p-value

ROSC, n (%) 260/260 59 (39.3) 41 (37.3) 0.74

Survival to hospital discharge, n (%) 260/260 22 (14.7) 13 (11.8) 0.51

Discharge CPC 260/260 0.49

1–2, n (%) 13 (8.7) 7 (6.4)

3–5, n (%) 137 (91.3) 103 (93.6)

Male (n = 59) Female (n = 41)

TTM, n (%) 100/100 3 (5.1) 0 (0.0) 0.29

PCI, n (%) 100/100 12 (20.3) 4 (9.8) 0.25

Post CPR LOS (d) 100/100 0.75

Mean ± SD 15.3 ± 18.2 16.6 ± 20.9

Median (IQR) 8 (2.0–25.0) 5 (1–27.5)

Male (n = 22) Female (n = 13)

Survivors to hospital discharge LOS (d) 35/35 0.12

Mean ± SD 27.3 ± 20.5 39.5 ± 21.7

Median (IQR) 25.0 (7.5–40.0) 34.0 (22.0–62.0)

Abbreviations: %, percent; CPC, cerebral performance category; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; d, days; IQR, interquartile range; LOS, length of stay; n,

number; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; ROSC, return of spontaneous circulation; SD, standard deviation; TTM, targeted temperature management.
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Discussion

This hypothesis-driving study evaluated the quality of chest com-

pression in female and male patients during in-hospital CPR in a sin-

gle medical center. The depth of compression was higher in female

patients, but no other differences were observed in quality metrics

and outcomes. Variable distribution suggests that that a much larger

cohort would be required to validate this finding.

In the present study the median compression depth (53.7 cm) and

NFF (0.18) were well within those recommended by the American

Heart Association (AHA) whereas the median rate was higher (124.4

CPM).45 Previous data studying IHCA quality metrics are scarce but

in the existing reports the median depths ranged between 44.7 and

63.4 cm, the median NFFs ranged between 0.06 and 0.13 and the

median rate ranged between 108.6 and 114 CPM.46–48 The duration

of CPR was slightly shorter in the current study than that reported by

the Get-with-the-Guidelines-Resuscitation (GWTG-R) registry (median

of 13.4 vs 17 minutes, respectively). This difference may stem from dif-

ferent methods of time collection; in the current study resuscitation

times were taken from defibrillator recordings, whereas in the

GWTG-R they were derived from the resuscitation report.30

Differences in the depth of chest compression may be attributed

to anatomical differences between the sexes which likely affect chest

wall compliance. The thoraxes of men and women differ in several

structural characteristics. Women have significantly lower rib maxi-

mum bending moments (rotational force occurring when a force is

applied perpendicularly to a structure), lower rib slopes of bending

moment–angle curves, and thicker average rib cortical-bone.49 Also,

women have smaller radial rib-cage dimensions relative to their

height, and a greater anterior-posterior inclination of the ribs.41 all

of which can potentially increase chest wall compliance to compres-

sion. On the other hand, women, on average, have thicker ch-

est walls than men.40 The implications of each of these differences

for the quality of chest compression not entirely clear but they may

have played a role in the deeper chest compressions observed in

female patients. This assumption is supported by the finding that

deeper chest compression did not translate to a difference in the rate

of compression, suggesting that fatigue is probably not the sole

cause for this finding.

The preponderance of studies describe higher rates of ROSC

and survival to admission among women compared to men when

undergoing OHCA with CPR.9–13 This occurs despite less favorable

demographic and event characteristics (e.g. older age, less shock-

able rhythm, less public arrest locations, less witnessed arrests

and less layperson CPR.3–7 This apparent paradox remains poorly

understood and several etiologies have been suggested for this dif-

ference. Some researchers have suggested that female endogenous

hormones, estrogen and progesterone, provide an explanation for

the female survival advantage.9,11 Experimental and clinical studies

of the effects of estrogen have demonstrated a plethora of cardiac

and neuroprotective effects.50–51 Confirmation to this theory may

be found in the higher prevalence of IHD among male patients (as

also shown in the present study). However, this explanation has been

challenged as the cardiac protection provided by estrogen is mainly rel-

evant to premenopausal women, whereas a higher rate of ROSC in

women has been observed across all age groups in OHCA.11–13,19,50

Furthermore, the advantage of hormonal protection should remain con-

sistent across arrest locations, OHCA and IHCA yet it is repeatedly

stronger in OHCA. Our study differs from most previous studies as it

includes IHCA CPR. Previous studies examining the association of
sex with ROSC amongst other outcomes after IHCA had conflicting

results.19,28–31 The lack of difference in survival and intact neurological

outcome rates observed in our study may be a true finding but it may

also stem from the small number of survivors. Univariate analysis also

revealed an association between a higher percentage of compression

depth in target and a lower likelihood of neurologically intact survival.

In the setting of low rates of withdrawal of care, high quality compres-

sions may have led better rates of ROSC and survival despite early irre-

versible neurological damage.

Our finding provides a plausible explanation for women’s better

short-term outcomes as well as the difference in OHCA vs IHCA.

Although both sexes received chest compressions > 5 cm in depth

according to current guidelines, deeper compressions may still lead

to better cardiac output, especially as the compressions delivered to

male patients were in the lower limit of the recommendations. If pre-

hospital emergency medical services teams encounter cardiac arrest

more commonly, the quality of CPR may be more consistent in the

prehospital setting, thereby allowing other differences to manifest.

In our study the rate of ROSC did not differ between men and

women. This could be explained by selection bias; sex may affect

the decision to perform CPR.52 Baseline population differences

may obscure performance bias in either direction. Several studies

have reported that women have unfavorable long-term outcomes

after resuscitation, including significantly lower unadjusted rates of

survival to hospital discharge.7,12–18 It remains to be seen whether

the initial survival advantage seen elsewhere is related to more effec-

tive chest compression in women in the prehospital setting. Such an

advantage could easily be lost if women also have more neurological

damage as a result of a larger proportion of time with no flow at all

and would align with descriptions of less efficacious care received

by women receive during hospital admission following arrest.53–56

Our rates of ROSC and survival to hospital discharge were relatively

low (38.5 % and 13.5 %, respectively). Other IHCA trials report ROSC

rates of 50.4 %–51.3 % and survival rates of 20.6 %–42.2 %.28–32 Our

cohort was older than those reported elsewhere,28,30–31 which may

account for our relatively poor outcomes despite reasonable quality of

CPR. Our cohort also had a low proportion of initial shockable rhythms

(16.9 %) which may indicate late discovery in a chronically understaffed

public medical system.

Limitations

Our study was restricted to a single site. Populations and the quality

of resuscitation may differ between hospitals. This may limit the gen-

eralizability of our findings. However, as mentioned above, our out-

comes were overall similar to those observed in prior publications

from the National Registry of Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

(NRCPR).57 The number of patients studied was small, but hypoth-

esis generating studies require only a finding with a plausible expla-

nation. We also did not study all the components of high-quality CPR

(e.g. ventilation was not appraised). Despite our prospective method-

ology bias may also exist in our data. In order to minimize incomplete

reporting and documentation bias, relevant hospital staff underwent

training in report completion, both before and during the study. Inter-

views were also conducted in “hot pursuit” with those on location at

the time of the event. Missing data are reported in the tables. Res-

cuer awareness of study conduction (i.e. the “Hawthorne effect”)58

may have affected the overall quality of resuscitation but this effect

was unlikely to differ between sexes as the rescuers were unaware
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of the study aim. We also do not report the cause of arrest, which

may also differ between the sexes. Finally, the research nurse who

analysed the recordings was blinded to patient sex and outcome

and those treating the patients were blinded to the recordings.

Conclusions

In this study women received deeper chest compression. Sample

size calculations suggest this difference is probably not the only rea-

son for the survival difference seen in men and women, but it may

contribute to these differences. Conservative interpretation suggests

there is a need to maintain high-quality CPR in all patients using real-

time feedback devices. Additional studies are needed to confirm our

findings in other settings. Larger cohorts should also serve to exam-

ine whether differing CPR quality between men and women is asso-

ciated with unfavorable outcomes.
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